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Abstract. The use of generation has grow to be an important a part of the 

learning procedure in and out of the elegance. Every language magnificence 

usually uses some shape of era. Technology has been used to both help and 

enhance language getting to know. Technology enables instructors to adapt 

classroom sports, thus enhancing the language gaining knowledge of technique. 

Technology maintains to develop in significance as a device to assist teachers 

facilitate language mastering for their inexperienced persons.  

Language is the most important verbal exchange, without which the 

lifestyles and development of human society is impossible with the aid of 

manner. Current changes within the public connected with the way of verbal 

exchange (the usage of new records technologies) require increase within the 

communicative competence of college students, the development of their 

philological preparation so they can exchange thoughts in diverse ways inside 
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the system of interaction with other communicators, using the system of 

language and speech norms and deciding on communicative behavior good 

enough to the real state of affairs of communique.  

In other words, the main motive of a foreign language. The educational 

element is an integral a part of the educational procedure, therefore all 

educational technology offer for the training of the pupils of the necessary 

qualities of a mature personality. The degree of 2012 “On measures to improve 

the reading foreign languages” changed into signed via our government, with the 

cause of extra in-depth look at of overseas languages, the training of specialists 

who're fluent in a foreign language, the cardinaol improvement of teaching 

machine of the younger generation to foreign languages, by introducing 

advanced coaching techniques the usage of pdf. Technology and records verbal 

exchange technologies, and, on this basis, creating conditions and possibilities 

for broad get entry to achievements of world civilization and world information 

resources, development of global cooperation and communication.  

According to the decree, the observe of the English language in 

Uzbekistan is introduced from number one school, when novices are the 

primary grade. In accordance with this resolution, 

compulsory education is added in Higher schooling, especially it's 

far intensively found out as EAP and ESP. A program was accredited to make 

bigger the study of overseas languages at all stages of schooling gadget.  

Technology and the Communicative Approach. The term 

"communicative approach" is famous those days, and there 

are numerous definitions and realizations of "communicative activities" in 

language courses. Lee and VanPatten define verbal exchange as "the 

interpretation, expression, and negotiation of meaning, both in and out of 

the lecture room." (Lee and VanPatten, 1995) Stone defines 

communicative sports as those which "have a purpose or purpose that 

requires the usage of the goal language, however isn't always itself focused on 
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that language." (Stone, 1991) These definitions share a commonplace idea - that 

language ought to be used to communicate real, significant messages so as for 

acquisition to take place. 

One difficulty that regularly creates heated discussions is whether or 

not to educate grammar or not. We are not going to deal with this 

question, but as an alternative we have a look at how grammar may be "taught" 

and "drilled" in a more communicative manner. Various technology can be used 

to have this drill occur outdoor of magnificence, freeing up the all-too-

treasured elegance time for in simple terms communicative interaction. For 

example, multimedia physical activities that provide immediate remarks and that 

are created within a context are a outstanding way for students to practice out of 

doors of the lecture room without the stress or embarrassment 

of acting in front of others. 

Modern educational technologies which are used to form communicative 

competence of schoolchild in every other language are the most effective for 

creating educational surroundings that provides a person-oriented interaction of 

all participants within the educational method. It is 

apparent that using any technique of mastering, no matter how perfect it's 

miles does not create the most effective conditions for the disclosure 

and improvement of students’ competencies and creative look for a teacher. 

Advanced coaching methods, the use of era in gaining knowledge 

of overseas language accumulate successful information of every of 

them, permit the trainer to alter any era according with the structure, functions, 

content, goals and goals of education in this particular institution students. 

The search for new pedagogical technologies with a lack of fantastic motivation 

for part of college students to analyze a foreign language. Positive motivation is 

insufficient, and every now and then absent. Because 

when reading a foreign language, they have vast problems and 

do not analyze the material because of their psychological qualities. More 
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and greater instructors are turning to the manner of coaching a foreign language 

to the design approach as one in all the present day effective creative strategies.  

Modern teaching is full of arsenal of interactive approaches among which 

one can distinguish the following: 

 • Creative tasks 

• Work in small groups• Educational games (role video games, 

simulations, commercial enterprise games and educational games) 

• Social tasks and other extracurricular teaching strategies (social tasks) 

• Competitions, radio and newspapers, films, performances, exhibitions, 

song presentations and fairy tales) 

Small organization paintings is one in all the maximum popular strategies, 

as it offers all college students (together with the unconfident) the opportunity to 

participate within the paintings of practicing the capabilities of 

cooperation among interpersonal communication.  

All that is frequently not possible in a huge team. Work in a 

small institution is an integral a part of many 

interactive methods including mosaic, debates, and common imitations. When 

organizing group work, one must be aware of the following elements of it. 

You need to ensure that the scholars have the know-how and talents essential to 

the institution task. Lack of information very quickly will make itself felt-the 

students will not make efforts to complete the assignment. We should try 

to make their instructions as clean as feasible. It is not going that 

the organization will be able to perceive more than one or two instructions at a 

time, so you want to write instructions at the board or cards. You want to 

give the group sufficient time to finish the task. As for 

the realistic application of technologies, it isn't necessary to 

apply one generation. It turned into great to 

integrate several educational technologies, combining 

their fine components engaging within the integration of cutting-
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edge educational technology in teaching overseas language for forming the 

communicative comprehension of a college pupils. Throughout the years of 

poison, cautiously attempted and examined innovative thoughts of 

modern overseas language teachers, it's far viable to acquire a report that it's 

miles this pedagogical gadget that helps to reveal the subjective revel in of the 

student. 

Using new technologies additionally play a huge function inside 

the development of important deliberating an adequate evaluation and self-

evaluation of every student’s self-improvement and the possibility of figuring 

out himself as an individual. 
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